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1.

INYET Member Organisations

The Jobs for Youth Campaign is an initiative of the Inner Northern Youth Employment
Taskforce (INYET), a collaborative action-oriented regional partnership working to address
the issue of youth unemployment in the inner northern region of Melbourne.
The campaign is sponsored by the Clifton Hill/North Fitzroy Community Bank Branch of the
Bendigo Bank and the Inner North Community Foundation, with support from AGA
Apprenticeships Plus, Melbourne Polytechnic, La Trobe University, City of Darebin,
Moreland City Council, City of Yarra and INLLEN.

MAJOR SPONSORS

SPONSORS
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OTHER TASKFORCE MEMBERS AND CAMPAIGN SUPPORTERS
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2.

Executive Summary

2.1 In Words
The 2016 Jobs for Youth Campaign built on the momentum of the previous year’s campaign to
successfully forge stronger links between the region’s young people, employers and industry. The
campaign’s focus on business and industry engagement through the Employer Pledge concept paid
dividends in the establishment of a range of ongoing outcomes that included:







An Industry Speaker Bank to share success stories with young people, which is particularly
important for those at risk of disengagement.
Further development of the vocational mentor bank/ exchange to encourage one-on-one
career and vocational coaching.
A Skills Friendly Championship to illustrate standards expected of Vocational Education and
Training in Schools (VETiS) and to link young people with potential employers.
Workplace learning opportunities to offer students access to the workplace in the area of
their vocational studies.
Coordinated communications for enhanced social impact and community buy-in as well as
to provide promotional support to event holders.
A Talent Community for centralised information sharing that incorporates a jobs board
featuring local entry-level positions.

These outcomes connect our community can be utilised to ensure a cohesive response to youth
employment issues across Melbourne’s inner north. The outcomes support those organisations
working in the youth employment sphere and also encourage young people in establishing their
working lives by providing them with the knowledge that will empower their decision making.
In particular, the relationship between INYET and the employer and industry body NORTH Link was
instrumental in successfully accessing the business community. In its third year of the 2017 Jobs for
Youth Campaign, the INYET will leverage partnerships in business and industry that were forged in
the 2015/ 16 JFY campaign to continue to address the problem of youth unemployment in
Melbourne’s inner north.
The 2016 campaign saw marked increases in participating organisations with 171 taking part, an
increase of 88 per cent from the year before. 25 per cent more events were offered in 2016 and
membership of the Talent Community rose by 55 per cent.
The campaign was supported by a rebranding, print collateral and a strong social media presence to
promote events and issues. The campaign’s anchor funding partner, the Clifton Hill/North Fitzroy
Community Bank Branch of Bendigo Bank was significantly engaged throughout the campaign and
was a strong supporter and advocate for the campaign and its aims. The collaborative Social Media
workshop between INLLEN and the Clifton Hill/ Fitzroy North Community Bank was highly successful,
organisation that were part of the JFY campaign and bank NFP clients registered and learnt new
communication skills, building on the cross sector collaboration objectives of the campaign. The
regions major post compulsory education providers, Latrobe University and Melbourne Polytechnic
were instrumental in the success of the Employer Pledge and Health Industry Forum. The City of
Darebin, Moreland and Yarra were also significant supporters, increased promotional assistance in
2017 will further enhance the campaign and improve outcomes for young people.
The Real Industry Job Interviews project had a stellar year, with huge increases in the number of
student participants and volunteers, which underscores the importance of this project as a key
platform in skill development and employment preparation.
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2.2 By the Numbers
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3.

Campaign Background

3.1 The Taskforce
The Jobs for Youth Campaign is an initiative of the Inner Northern Youth Employment
Taskforce (INYET) a collaborative action-oriented regional partnership working to address
the issue of youth unemployment in the inner northern region of Melbourne.
INYET was established in May 2014 as a strategic high-level initiative with the strong
support of the Darebin, Moreland and Yarra Councils as major employers and civic leaders
within the region, along with education providers and a range of community organisations.
An INYET Working Party was established to support the development of an evidence base
for the project which involved surveying and consulting with young people, school
principals, community agencies and local employers. The Asquith Group consultancy was
engaged to support the development of the INYET report “Youth Employment Strategy for
Melbourne’s Inner North” and recommended strategy.
The strategy is based on local consultations and analysis of local and international youth
employment strategies. There is increasing evidence available in many countries as to the
effectiveness of local partnership responses to addressing the issues associated with
improving the availability and take up of employment by young people.

3.2 INYET Priorities
The INYET report identified 22 recommendations, of which the development of a Jobs for
Youth Campaign was a major priority. A pilot campaign was run in 2014, and in 2015 the
inaugural Jobs for Youth Campaign ran from September to November. In 2016 the campaign
ran again, this time from July to October.
The Jobs for Youth Campaign has four key elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Building the skills and attitudes of young people
Build the capacity of local business to support young people
Build stronger connections between business, schools, education providers and
community agencies
Increase access and opportunities to employment.
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4.

The 2016 Campaign & Structure

The 2016 Jobs for Youth Campaign was a whole-of-community approach to increase youth
job options in Melbourne’s Inner North. The 2016 campaign ran from July to October,
focusing on youth employment opportunities across Melbourne’s inner northern council
regions of Darebin, Moreland and Yarra.
Informed by the recommendations of the 2015 campaign – what worked and what didn’t
work – the 2016 Jobs for Youth Campaign was designed to focus on six key elements as
indicated below.
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The 2015 campaign outcomes had identified that there had been little return on the
investment made in running a Jobs Expo as part of the 2015 calendar of events and in
utilising traditional print media to spread the campaign’s messages. As a result, the 2016
campaign built a relationship to utilise an existing employment expo to fulfil this part of the
brief, and ramped up engagement strategies in social media.

2016 Major Focus: Engaging Business and Industry
The 2016 campaign’s major focus was business and industry engagement, which is critical
given that bridging the gap between employers and young people is vital to improving the
employment prospects of young job seekers across the region. Critical too was working with
industry and educators in the inner north to ensure that young people are developing the
skills needed by northern employers, particularly as the region’s workforce needs change.
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4.1 Business and Industry Engagement
The focus for the 2016 Jobs for Youth Campaign was to increase business and industry
engagement. The Industry Engagement Working Party was established to identify key
strategies to improve industry engagement. The working party adopted a simple strategy
based on the campaign measurements used in the engagement matrix.
The three levels of the engagement matrix are:

Employer Pledge
The Employer Pledge was designed as one of the key platforms to deliver the business and
industry engagement requirements of the campaign. The key message was “Regardless of
size, any business can help”.
The Employer Pledge offered six ways employers can help young people to develop skills,
experiences or employment. The Employer Pledge concept broaden it scope for employers
and business to make a pledge commitment through out the campaign with the main event
evening held at Melbourne Polytechnic’s St George’s Restaurant in Preston on the 7th of
September was a great way to bring employers together within the campaign environment.
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Approximately 70 people from a wide range of organisations attended the evening, with 29
organisations making pledges on the night to add to those pledges received prior to the
event.
Pledges made at the event included a further 14 people volunteering to become speakers
on the Industry Speaker Bank, which lifted the overall number of registered speakers to 20.
Three more organisations offered to host a young person at their workplace, taking the
number of Structured Workplace Learning (SWL) volunteers to 38 with an overall total of 70
SWL opportunities over the course of the campaign, and five organisations offering SchoolBased Apprenticeships and Traineeships (SBATs) to take the level of SBATs to 27.
Below is the breakdown of the pledges made during the 2016 campaign.

Pledges from Individuals, Organisations &/or Businesses
Skills
Champ.

RIJI
Vols.

Speaker
Bank

Workplace
Learning

# prior to event

2

98

6

35

# at the event

2

13

14

3

Totals

4

111

20

38

Voc.
Mentor

Talent
Comm.

SBAT

10

15

7

2

12

7

12

27

The table below represents the pledged numbers by organisations, businesses and industry
offered to undertake for each of the pledge activities:
Employer Pledge Scorecard
Pledge Type
Real Industry Job Interview Volunteers
Industry Speaker Bank
Schools Based Apprenticeships/ traineeships
(SBaT’s
Workplace Learning (SWL)
Skills Championship (students/businesses)
Vocational Mentoring
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Skills Friendly Championship
As new component of the Employer Pledge was the piloting of a Skills Friendly
Championship event as part of the 2016 Jobs for Youth Campaign.
Eleven students took part in the competition, which was held at the Northern College of the
Arts and Technology (NCAT) campus in Preston on the 27th of October. Given the concept
was foreign to many, the level of student participation and engagement in the pilot was a
good outcome.
Seven students competed in the Construction and Building Technology category and four
students competed in the Manufacturing and Engineering Technology category. The
feedback from the students who competed on the day was very positive and all felt they
learnt a great deal from being part of it.
Judges on the day commented that the standard of work by the students was very high and
judging was very tight. David Kennedy, Chair of INYET, congratulated all the competitors and
commented they were in fact all winners because they put themselves out there by
competing on the day.
The category winners were:
 Max Duke (NCAT) – Construction and Building Technology
 Nikolas Rozakeas (St Johns Greek Orthodox College) – Manufacturing and
Engineering Technology
Mick Prato, World Skills Australia Victorian Regional VET Coordinator attended the event
and was a great resource of information and extremely helpful in the lead-up to and on the
day.
Joe Mimmo from local manufacturer Carjo Furniture in Reservoir was also at the event and
supported building competitors as well as acting as a competition judge for that category.
The Master Builders Association of Victoria (MBAV) was represented by Kathleen Peachey
provided career and apprenticeship information and advice to the Construction and Building
Technology students on the day. The Building and Construction staff at NCAT commented it
was also great to have her there as many of the competitors and other NCAT students were
able to request career advice and to make use of the MBAV employer contacts for potential
apprenticeships.
Finally, many thanks go to Raffaela Galati-Brown (NCAT Principal) and the staff at NCAT. In
particular, Program Manager Anthony Gasson and his staff who helped by designing the
competition activities in both areas and promoted the event to students to ensured the
competition ran smoothly on the day.
In 2017, INYET will be looking to expand the Skills Championship in other vocational industry
areas to conduct the event on a bigger scale. Planning will commence early in 2017, which
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will provide a better lead time to promote, prepare and further engage both schools and
industry across the region in a coordinated approach.
In addition, INYET will continue to develop a strong partnership with World Skills Australia,
MBAV and other partners, and believes there will be many flow-through benefits for the
young people in our community transitioning into future employment in the trades sector.

Participant Numbers For Each Competition Category

Competitors

Construction &
Building Tech
7

E

Manufacturing &
Engineering Tech
4

Partners
5
Sponsors
1
Note: Some partners are shared across both the competition areas.

5
1

Total
11
6
2

Skills Friendly Championship Partners
The 2016 pilot Skills Friendly Championship was partnered by NCAT, World Skills Australia,
NORTH Link, MBAV, the Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre, and INLLEN. Thank you
for your support.
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4.2 Communication and Social Engagement
The 2016 Jobs for Youth Campaign adopted a new communication strategy focused on using
a combination of traditional print collateral and an increased in the use of social media,
particularly by taking up Instagram as a new platform. Paid display advertising in local
newspapers was dropped as a result of 2015 campaign analysis.
The print collateral included the following:
Campaign Handbooks: Containing information on the calendar of events and activities.
6,000 copies were distributed across Darebin, Moreland and Yarra to schools and
organisations who work with or have connections with young people. The calendar was
supported by an online version which provide the campaign the capacity to update and add
to the calendar, also allowed for online registrations. There was also widespread promotion
of events on the campaign’s Facebook, Instagram and Twitter social media accounts.
School Leavers Guide: Updated with new details and with a refreshed design 4,000 copies
were printed and distributed to schools and alternative education settings across the region.
Other marketing material produced included banners used at events and in all three council
offices throughout the campaign for maximum visibility and brand recognition. As well,
posters, flyers, outdoor signboards at RIJI schools and a range of DL cards were produced.
Collateral for the rebranded campaign was designed in-house to reduce costs and enable
better control over messaging, with print collateral being redesigned for platform-specific
electronic use across social media platforms.

Communication Strategy
JFY Website
Social Media Followers

Major Print Collateral

Type
Noticeboard views
Job views
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
JFY Campaign Handbooks
School Leavers Guide

Numbers
7,246
14,529
109
106
457
6,000
4,000

While it can be difficult to measure the impact of such material, printed collateral does
support messaging on social media platforms by providing a hard copy that provides the
opportunity to return and reconnect with the campaign’s offerings at some stage in the
future. Retention value is also generally higher for print collateral.
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Social Media Analysis
The campaign used Twitter, Facebook (for the second year) and Instagram (for the first
time) from the start of July until the end of October to generate 589 posts, an average of
nearly five posts daily throughout the campaign.
Each channel targeted particular users:
1. Facebook: Parents and some young people
2. Instagram: Young people and service providers
3. Twitter: Industry/service providers
Each channel had channel-specific content designed for it. This was done to increase
relevance and drive engagement levels for each of the channels’ audiences.
Two key factors were implemented as a communications strategy:
1. Activity was kept high throughout the campaign
2. Immediacy was pursued at all times.
These strategies ensured campaign material went out as frequently as possible in a timely
manner to specific channels for maximum relevance. An example of the value of immediacy
was proven by the fact that a single live Tweet posted during a July episode of ABC’s Four
Corners looking at future workforce needs attracted 4,607 impressions.
1. Facebook
Followers at campaign start
Followers at campaign end
Overall % increase

58
109
+88%

Content & Engagement
Posts
Link clicks
Video views
Reach
Impressions (by page likes)
Impressions (everyone)

153
737
505
10,725
12,321
25,730

Demographics – Follower gender
breakdown
Male
Female

39%
61%

Facebook grew organically off the back of the foundation laid in 2015. It is increasingly
difficult to reach followers organically because Facebook has transformed the channel into a
‘pay to play’ space where businesses need to pay to have their messages display on users’
feeds. Industry experts estimate just 3 per cent of a business’ followers are ever fed a
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business’ organic (free) post. Generally, the figures indicate Facebook was about half as
effective at gaining impressions as Instagram was, but it remains a primary channel for
reaching our social media followers.
2. Instagram
Followers at campaign start
Followers at campaign end
Overall % increase

NA
106
NA

Content & Engagement
Posts

146

Top 12* posts viewed by numbers
Engagement
Impressions
Reach
Comments
Likes

370
951
597
41
339

Demographics- Follower gender
breakdown
Male
Female

32%
68%

*Limited data supplied by Instagram meant that only an analysis of top posts was possible
for this report.
The campaign implemented an Instagram account to connect to young people and while
that has partly proven successful the level of youth engagement in the 13-17-year-old
category didn’t meet expectations.
Instagram has been acquired by Facebook and will improve its analytics for business users in
the coming months. At present it is difficult to assess the success of the campaign’s use of
Instagram except in the broadest of terms. The channel-specific content seems to have
appealed to Instagram users and could be seen to have had an impact on our audience but
2017 will provide a better insight into its use.
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3. Twitter
Followers at campaign start
Followers at campaign end
Overall % increase

375
457
+22%

Content & Engagement
Tweets
Links clicks
Retweets
Likes
Replies
Engagement rate (average)
Profile visits
Impressions

290
138
159
300
25
1.45%
2,603
46,969

Demographics- Follower gender
breakdown
Male
Female

46%
54%

Retweets can be a sign of valuing what another Twitter user has written. That is, someone
found a tweet valuable enough to share with their audience. The data shows that 45 per
cent of campaign Tweets were retweeted which indicates campaign messages were on
target and provided value to our followers, who were happy to share them with their
audiences.
Engagement rate on Twitter typically runs between 0.5 and 1 per cent, with visual media
attracting higher engagement rates, so the 1.45 per cent engagement rate is quite high. This
suggests we made effective use of Twitter to grow and engage our audience and to share
our messaging.

Additional Communication Elements
In addition to the social media and print collateral communication strategies the 2016
campaign included two pilot programs to increase campaign engagement and opportunities
for building the skills of young people and campaign partners alike.
1. Virtual Media Room
A Virtual Media Room concept was piloted to engage students in the campaign and to
encourage young people to carry the conversation. There was interest from students at
Reservoir High School, Melbourne Polytechnic and Princes Hill Secondary College. Meetings
were held with the students in the north but we were unable to adequately task the
students.
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Seven students at Princes Hill incorporated the Virtual Media Room project into their digital
media class, with teacher Doug Hendry and INLLEN staff designing a program to meet the
students’ curriculum needs. INLLEN staff delivered material in class several times during the
campaign to provide context and to act as clients. The students created posters and a voxpop style video as well as researched youth employment issues and learnt skills required of
those entering media and design roles.
2. Social Media Professional Development Day
The Clifton Hill/ Fitzroy North Community Bank sponsored an INLLEN-led professional
development workshop at the Abbotsford Convent that was focused on how not-for-profit
organisations could effectively use and develop social media strategies.
The need to provide some professional support to organisations on how to effectively use
social media channels was identified during the early stages of the campaign. The day
targeted Jobs for Youth campaign partners such as event hosts and the bank’s not-for-profit
clients, attracting 32 participants and a wait-list in less than a week’s advertising.
Information and advice was provided by a range of industry experts that looked at issues
such as brand building, photography, videography, effective selection of appropriate
channels and similar issues.
Bendigo Bank regional was impressed with the initiative and has begun to initiate
professional development workshops in other areas as a way of improving the connections
between customers to work more effectively in the community.
3. My First Job
At the launch of the Jobs for Youth Campaign people were invited to participate in a short
filmed interview. The topic question was to talk briefly about “my first job”. The video
content of the 16 short interviews was uploaded onto the JFY website. Each week through
out the campaign a short interview was featured through the social media channels and at
the RIJI events for young people to view while waiting to be interviewed.
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4.3 Calendar of Events and Activities
The 2016 Jobs for Youth calendar featured 45 events and activities across the campaign. The
calendar was located on the Jobs for Youth website (aka the Talent Community) as a way of
driving more traffic to the Jobs for Youth portal, thereby increasing awareness of other
campaign elements and efficiency for users by providing a ‘one-stop shop’ for young people
and campaign partner organisations.
In developing the calendar, local organisations were approached to run activities This
resulted in 27 activities being conducted from 11 organisations. A number of large scale
events were promoted through the calendar. This approach reduced the duplication of
activities and freed up resources to work on industry engagement.
Below is the overall breakdown of calendar events on a monthly basis.
Month
June
July
Aug
Sept*
Oct
Total events

# of Events
3
8
10
11
13
45

* The September school holidays meant that the 11 events were run during the last two weeks of the month to
avoid the holiday period, indicating the need to be mindful of scheduling the 2017 campaign

Events were categorised as follows, with this table showing the overall breakdown of the
number of events and activities per category.
Career awareness,
communication &
information
14

Work readiness

4
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23

Self-improvement

4
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Event and Activity Evaluation
Each of the organisations completed an EOI to conduct an activity during the campaign and
were required to complete an evaluation for the listed event. The evaluation is broken into
3 sections
1.
2.
3.

What was your organisation’s contribution?
Rate your effort and impact.
Partnership and collaboration.

Each evaluation took on average approximately 12-15 minutes to complete.
The event evaluation surveys found 2673 people participated in events and activities during
the campaign. The breakdown is as follows:
Young People
Adults
Total Participants

Male
1357
106
1463

Female
1072
138
1210

Total
2429
244
2673

Event organisers were asked to rate the event or activity they held on how young people
benefited from participating at the event or activity. The majority of organisations felt the
young people gained very useful skills and knowledge from participating. The organisation
who completed the survey rated the activity above average (3), high (7) and vary high (6).
6 (very high)
5 (high)
4 (above average)
3 (average)
2 (below average)
1 (low)
Total

6
7
3
0
0
0
16

Event organisers also asked to indicate if the activity or event conducted met any industry
standards or accredited training. The following was reported:
Yes
No
Unsure
Total

5
9
2
16

Many organisations rated the impact on participants as ‘significant improvement’ in making
a positive difference, or on improving participants’ knowledge and skills. When assessing
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impact on participant behaviours or attitude changes a number of organisations listed that
they were unsure if there will be any impact.
In section 3 of the survey, “Partnerships and Collaboration”, it was reported that a number
of organisations had not identified other organisations that could help to improve the
outcomes of the activity. A number of organisations based in the Yarra region reported they
had support from other organisations to deliver activities and share promotion of them.
Campaign partners, members of INYET and event hosts were all encouraged to take the
opportunity to promote and cross promote campaign events via their social media and
other communications channels for maximum community engagement. This strengthens
the campaign overall and provides better outcomes for young people as they enter the
workforce and/or explore appropriate learning opportunities.

More Events
A number of large scale events were promoted through the calendar. This approach
reduced the duplication of activities and freed up resources to work on industry
engagement. Below are some of events listed and promoted through out the campaign:
-

Spot Jobs Careers Expo is a large event promoted state-wide, attracting
approximately 15,000 people who attended. Over 150 exhibiting organisations
attended the event to promote their products. The event was promoted to all
schools across the INLLEN region.

-

World Skills Australia National Competition held in Melbourne in 2016 with over 500
competitors in 60 trades and skills areas. Four schools in the INLLEN region attended
this event, feedback for teacher was the students were very impressed with the
competition concept. This was part of an overall strategy to promote the pilot Skills
Championship held at NCAT later in the JFY Campaign.

-

SEDA Sports Programs Open Day promoting School Based Apprenticeships and
/Traineeships (SBAT) opportunities for 2017 across Victoria.

-

RMIT Careers Discovery day promoting further education pathways.

-

Code in the Cinema to learn the basics of coding, to acquire new digital skills for the
future of work, innovation and education- to transform thinkers into creators.

-

Northland Job Fair was held at the Northland Shopping Centre, eight (8) businesses
had approximate 50-60 employment positions available. Due to large response from
young people many of the businesses were able to fill their vacancies as well as
collect many other young people’s resumes. The number of people who attended
was estimated to be in excess of 500.

The events and activities listed above were promoted as part of the 2016 JFY Calendar.
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Organisational Campaign Engagement and Partnerships
A simple engagement matrix was used to assess the level of engagement by the 171
organisations involved. The matrix used was based on a community engagement model,
adapted to local circumstances for effective planning and implementation of community
engagement processes for small and large projects.
The three levels of the matrix – informed, involved and engaged – help to identify
organisational contributions to the campaign. The matrix utilises multiple interactions to
assess organisational engagement. The more interactions an organisation had during the
2016 campaign the more engaged they were considered to be as an organization.
In 2016 there was 171 organisations and businesses connected in the campaign. This is an
88% increase from the 91 organisations and businesses in 2015.
2016 Matrix showing increases against 2015 figures

Informed – 1 interaction
Involved – 2-3 interactions
Engaged – 4 or more interactions
Total organisations

Organisations
41
112
17
171

% Increase
+ 78%
+ 116%
+ 41%

Note: Organisations that participated in the RIJI Program or offered a work placement are
included in this table as ‘Involved’, given the additional contact and effort required
participating in these programs.
It should be noted there has been a significant shift from transactional involvement to
transformational engagement. Transactional involvement is through little or no
communication and limited participation involvement by either individuals or at
organisational level. Transformational engagement is by the engaged partners working and
build strategies to continuously improve the work. Collaborative action requires feedback
loops to test whether their identified strategies resonate with community members who are
impacted by the work. It is necessary to build trusted and relationships through both
transactional involvement before transformational engagement is achieved. This requires
involving the right organisation people at the right level to reach the appropriate
engagement depth.
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Summary
Overall the calendar of activities and events continued to grow from 36 events in 2015 to 45
events in 2016 which is a 25 % increase.
The strategic decision not to duplicate or conduct large scale events that are already run on
a Melbourne wide basis freed up campaign resources to be better used at a local level. The
promotion of these events within the campaign ensured continuity of offering from the
previous year’s campaign. All of the organisers of these events were happy to be a part of
the campaign and allow the campaign to promote their events given the obvious synergies.
The evaluation survey was improved to capture of the impact of the activity and was
delivered via the Survey Monkey platform, which also freed campaign resources.
Evaluation data will be used to hone campaign events in 2017 and to ascertain quality and
suitability of events to meet participant needs.
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4.4 Health Skills and Employment Outlook Forum
The 2016 campaign partnered with LaTrobe University and NORTK Link to present the
Health Skills and Employment Outlook Forum. This industry sector was chosen because
health and allied health services are identified as one of the high growth industries for the
Northern Metropolitan region in the Future Workforce: Melbourne’s North publication
produced in 2015. While the sector is growing it already employs approximately 13% of the
region’s overall workforce and so is a key sector for future employment.
There was significant interest in the forum with 96 people registering to attend the event,
with 56 attending on the day. A strategy to inform those who were unable to attend the
event was to film all the presentations, these were all made available to view online on the
campaign website. This digital content is a valuable contribution to the region’s
understanding of employment in the health sector.
The forum showcased the potential employment outlook and future workforce
requirements and recruiting intentions of many of the largest health-related employers in
the region. Presenters challenged the audience by asking whether or not simply informing
the education and health sector to influence and engage young people in their
consideration of careers in health is actually enough to meet the health industry’s future
workforce needs.
Michelle Fenwick from Northern Health presented a picture of that organisation’s past and
current workforce breakdown, noting the proportional growth of part-time workers in
nursing and health & allied services areas, while the percentage of full-time work is greater
in all other staffing groups.
Phillip Bain from Plenty Valley Community Health looked at employment opportunities
within public health, in allied health and primary care which is an important part of the
overall health care system. Primary care includes GPs and allied health, and Phillip
impressed upon the audience that many of these services are also offered by large not-forprofit organisations that account for about 85-90 per cent of patient contacts per year.
Both presenters discussed the employer challenges they face in the form of an aging
workforce and recruiting the right staff, identifying the fact that health organisations are
thinking outside the square and are using different recruitment approaches today to source
tomorrow’s workforce.
Other speakers included LaTrobe’s Professor Karen Dodd and Dr Andy Giddy as well as
NORTH Link’s Chris James. INLLEN’s David Kennedy joined the speakers for a panel
discussion.
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4.5 Talent Community
The Talent Community is located at jobsforyouth.com.au. The website is the central
communication hub for the campaign offering users the following:
1). Employment opportunities for young people
Entry level jobs in the inner northern region can be posted to the site by employers or
agencies, and are also ‘scraped’ from a range of job listing portals, enabling young job
seekers to search for local jobs that have been gathered into one central website.
Young people can register with the site, post their resume and create an air CV. An air CV
enables fast, effective applications that are correctly formatted for automated application
management software programs, essentially allowing young people to pass the initial
‘gatekeeper’ which would otherwise exclude their applications for failing to meet
advertisers’ criteria.
Finally, employers and job agencies can post jobs on the website and search for suitable
candidates for their advertised roles.
2). A Resource Centre
The Talent Community was updated at the start of the campaign to carry a range of
resources to meet the needs of young job seekers, employers, and campaign partners, as
well as the general public. Information available on the site included:






Real Industry Job Interviews (RIJI) information and forms
Speaker Bank – Listing of volunteer speakers available to schools
Events calendar – All 2016 campaign events were listed on the site, with links to
event providers and/or online registration as appropriate
Notice Board – Presentation of news and blog-style content
Media Library – Links to video content created throughout the campaign, which
included the launch and the Health and Employment Outlook Forum.

The decision to provide integrated campaign content and job listings on the one site
significantly increased site traffic. During the campaign the Notice Board Views were as
follows:
Month
May
June
July
August
September
October
Total Views

# Notice Board Views
115
782
1142
1848
1568
1791
7246
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The Talent Community also saw an increase in Job Views during the campaign, perhaps
indicating that an increase in use of the site for campaign related activities was matched by
growing awareness of the jobs portal section of the site. From February to October 2016 the
site received 14,529 job views.

Number of Job Views from February – October 2016
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500
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In addition, as the graph below indicates the number of registered user grew by 55% during
the campaign. This suggests more job seekers were utilising the Talent Community to obtain
information on the campaign, search for a job, apply for available jobs, uploading their
resumes or setting up their air CVs.

Number of Users Registered from June – October 2016
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4.6 Real Industry Job Interviews
In 2016, the Real Industry Job Interviews (RIJI) Program was offered for a seventh
consecutive year to all Year 10 students in the Cities of Darebin, Moreland and Yarra.
Initially, 25 schools and educational settings signed up to participate in the program. Of
these, 19 completed the program and students attending the interview. Eleven of the
participating schools were supported by local human resources and employment
professionals to help prepare students for interview sessions, which resulted in improved
outcomes for these students.
The three RIJI events were hosted by Melbourne Polytechnic, City of Yarra and Wick Studios.
The venues were provided by these organizations at no cost to conduct the interviews. The
program had 111 volunteer interviewers from 50 different organisations, which is a huge
testament to the enormous goodwill the program has developed in the community, as well
as to the cooperative and collaborative nature of the program. Eleven (11) schools were
linked to an industry partner would assisted the delivery of the program. A further two (2)
schools were also set up but was unable to connect during the program for a variety of
reasons.
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Program Growth 2014–2016
There has been a 31.3 per cent increase in the number of students attending RIJI events
since 2014. To support this growth there has been a corresponding increase of 40.6 per cent
in industry volunteers since 2014.

Industry participation
Year
2016
2015
2014

Student participation

# Interviewers &
School/Industry Partners
111
64
66

Year

# Students Attended

2016
2015
2014

518
354
356

Student participation has been measured by the number of students initially estimated by
schools to participate, the number that enrolled by completing job searching and submitting
their resume and application. The final measure is the number of students who attend the
interview. The Enrolled v Attended student participation rate has increased by 9.3 per cent
since 2014 as the table below illustrates.

Year
2016
2015
2014

# Students Enrolled
751
552
597

# Students Attended
518
354
356
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RIJI Interviewer Feedback
Volunteer RIJI interviewers were asked to provide feedback at the end of the program. A
common theme of the interviewer feedback across all three of the RIJI events that were
held was that the standard of students in terms of both applications and interview
performance was greatly varied; from excellent, to those needing a lot of improvement.
Interviewers’ suggestions for program improvements were mainly related to the issue of
non-attendance by students, particularly the management of student ‘no-shows’ at the
interview events. Overall many of the interviewers noted that they were impressed with the
students’ performances in what is often their first experience of such a vital employment
skill as applying for and being interviewed for a job.
Videos were produced which capture student and volunteer insights into the RIJI program
as well as providing a feel of the events. This digital content will be made available in the
lead-up to the 2017 RIJI program. It is hoped this will help to address much of the ‘no-show’
issue which feedback suggests is primarily driven by interviewee nerves.
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RIJI Student Feedback
What did you enjoy most about the program?
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5.

Recommendations

The 2017 Jobs for Youth Campaign is well positioned, primed to deliver significant outcomes
for young people in the Inner Northern region. Leveraging off the successes and learnings of
previous campaigns with the ongoing support of our valued partner organisations and
taskforce members, the 2017 Jobs for Youth Campaign will continue to improve
employment prospects for young people across Melbourne’s inner north by particularly
focusing on youth engagement.
INYET Elements as identified in the Youth Employment Strategy for Melbourne’s Inner North
Report 2014:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Building the skills and attitudes of young people
Build the capacity of local business to support young people
Build stronger connections between business, schools, education providers and
community agencies
Increase access and opportunities to employment

Campaign Priority Focus Area
Youth Engagement

Jobs for Youth (JFY) Campaign Aims
The 2017 campaign aims to:
1. Maximise youth engagement as a priority in the same way that business and
industry engagement was the 2016 campaign priority.
2. Connect young people, community and business through partnerships and
collaborations.
3. Identify and promote education and skill development opportunities for young
people but especially those who are disengaged or at risk of disengagement.
4. Grow workplace opportunities for young job seekers.
The 2017 campaign will comprise a range of events and programs at the peak period to
provide focus and assist with resourcing.
The following recommendations to be implemented in the Jobs for Youth campaign in 2017
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5.1 Recommendation 1: Youth Engagement


A youth focussed launch to be held in City of Yarra in line with the 2017 Priority



Commission a local research project to engage with young people to express their
thought and opinions on their employment prospects and establish an evidence base
for future strategies to support them more effectively.



Leverage INYET members to develop a youth lead forum/s in each local council
region as part of the consultation process.



Investigate School Entrepreneurs programs and opportunities for young people
o Scan secondary schools – What are they currently doing?
o Pilot a School Entrepreneurs program with a 2-3 schools in 2017

5.2 Recommendation 2: Campaign Structure
It is recommended that:


The campaign will run from mid July until the end of October 2017.



Events, activities and social media will be scheduled before, during and after the
campaign period to meet community and job seekers’ needs.



Local events held outside campaign period could also be added to the JFY Talent
Community and promoted across social media platforms.



Working parties will be established as required.
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5.3 Recommendation 3: Events and Activities
It is recommended that:


Campaign will aim to have a similar number of events and activities in 2017 with
greater focus on youth engagement



A number of the major events in the campaign will be continued as engagement
opportunities:
o Real Industry Job Interviews (RIJI)
o Skills Friendly Championship
o Employer Pledge
o Industry specific employment forum



All young people who participate in the events and activities are tracked to see if by
participating leads to an employment outcome or another training activity

5.4 Recommendation 4: Communications and Social Media
It is recommended that:






A social media professional development training event will be conducted for
organisations to develop collaboration and networking opportunities.
The Virtual Media Room project continues to develop to provide youth-focused
digital content for campaign promotional purposes.
The Industry Speaker Bank will be rolled out to schools and community organisations
who work with young people throughout the region.
Encourage greater cross promotional practices between organisations/ stakeholders.
Update the printed marketing collateral
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6.

Appendix

6.1 Inner Northern Youth Employment Taskforce Members
Name

Position

Organisation

Ali Akkus

Business Development Project
Manager
Employment Consultant
Executive Officer
Executive Director
Youth Services Coordinator
Councillor
Councillor
VET Advisor
Manager Economic Development
National Operations Manager Recruitment
Manager School Partnerships
Community Engagement
Coordinator
General Manager
Careers Coordinator
Manager Family, Youth, Children’s
Services
Manager
CST Manager
Unit Manager Youth Services
Youth Settlement Worker
Chair

AGA

Angela Angelopoulos
Ben Rogers
Chris James
Clinton Fullgrabe
Cr Amanda Stone
Cr Gaetano Greco
Daniel Gretch
Eddie Boscari
Evan Henry
Jane McNally
Josephine Boffa
Kieron Martin
Kylie Witt
Lucas Gosling
Mathew Smitten
Meri Ivanovska
Nuray Jarkan
Osman Osman
Peter Hille
Raffaela Galati- Brown
Rob Regester
Sharni Lewis
Steve Lewis
Susan Davies
Teresa Cusack
Trixie Pavey
Wendy Casper
William Klein
Susan Yengi
David Kennedy
Andrew Horgan
Richard Belford
Rochelle Darby
Tessa Farrell
Bret Salinger

Principal
Programs Manager
Director Organisational
Development
General Manager Training, Development & Risk
Director, Community Engagement
Manager of Education
School : Health and Education
Youth Settlement Worker
Executive Manager Employment
Services
Employment Services Manager
State Manager
Executive Officer
Manager Industry Engagement
Education Engagement and
Placement Coordinator
Manager Transitions
Project Administration Coordinator
Jobs for Youth Campaign
Communications
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Marist Youth Services
Inner North Community Foundation
NORTH Link
Darebin City Council
City of Yarra
Darebin City Council
Apprenticeships Matter
Darebin City Council
WPC Group
Melbourne Polytechnic
Jesuit Community College
John Fawkner Private Hospital
Northcote High School
City of Yarra
Melbourne City Mission
Community Transition Support
Moreland City Council
Spectrum
Clifton Hill/ North Fitzroy Community
Branch - Bendigo Bank
NCAT
Mission Australia
John Fawkner Private Hospital
AGA
LaTrobe University
Melbourne Polytechnic
Spectrum
Youth Projects
Melbourne City Mission
Beacon Foundation
Inner Northern LLEN
Inner Northern LLEN
Inner Northern LLEN
Inner Northern LLEN
Inner Northern LLEN
Inner Northern LLEN
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6.2 RIJI Program Participants
Schools

Businesses/ Organisations

Antonine College- St Joseph
Campus
Brunswick Secondary College
Charles LaTrobe College
Collingwood Alternative
School
Collingwood College
Croxton School
Fitzroy High School
Glenroy Secondary College
John Fawkner College
Melbourne Polytechnic Work
Education
Mercy College
Northern College of the Arts
and Technology (NCAT)
Northcote High School
Parade College
PRACE
Princes Hill Secondary
College
Reservoir High
Sydney Road Community
School
The Pavilion School

AGA
Apprenticeships Matter
Australian Nursing and
Midwifery Federation
Australian Taxation Office
Banyule City Council
Brotherhood of St Laurence
Brunswick Library
CBA (Commonwealth)
Charles La Trobe College
City of Yarra
Clifton Hill/ North Fitzroy
Community Bank/ Bendigo
Bank
Compumedics
Darebin City Council
Bundoora Park Farm
Driven Outcomes
Eli Lilly
Elite Success Strategies
Energy and Water
Ombudsman (Victoria)
Fitzroy Rotary
Grant Thornton
GSK Careers
Impetus Success
Inner North Community
Foundation
Integrity Business College
ISIS Primary Care
Jesuit Social Services
John Fawkner Private
Hospital
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La Trobe University
Leading Leaders
Letz Create Your Career
Marist Youth Care
MatchWorks
McDonalds
Melbourne Polytechnic
Moreland City Libraries Coburg Library
Moreland Leisure
MYOB
Nino S. Galgano - Legal
Practitioner
NorthStar
Pascoe Vale Physiotherapy
Petit Entertainment
RJT Careers
Robert Half
Robert Wagner Photography
(and consulting)
Rotary Club of Moreland
Sealed Air
The Cartridge Warehouse
University of Melbourne
Urban Camp
Victoria Police
Vincentcare Victoria
Wick Studios
Wilderness Wear
WPC Group
Yarra Facilities
Youth Projects
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LaTrobe University
NCAT
Moreland City Council
AGA
Darebin City Council
NORTHLink
Marist Youth Services
Inner North Community
Foundation
Apprenticeships Matter
Jesuit Community
College
Community Transition
Support
NCAT
Moreland Darebin
Careers Network
Northern Melbourne
RDA
John Fawkner Private
Hospital
Mission Australia
Spectrum MRC
Beacon Foundation
Northcote High School
Cornelius
Cheesemongers

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Tsiaras & Co
Charles LaTrobe

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Antonine College

Fitzroy High
Sydney Road
Community School

X

X

Brunswick SC

Northern VET Cluster

X
X

X

Rotary Club of Fitzroy

Oxygen Youth Centre

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

SBAT/ App/
Employment

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Vocational
Mentor

X
X

Social Media
PD

X
X

Speaker Bank

X
X

Skills
Champion

X
X

Health Forum

X
X

Work
Placement

X
X

RIJI

Campaign
Calendar

City of Yarra

Campaign
Launch

Melbourne Polytechnic
Clifroy Community
Foundation

Working
Party/s

INLLEN

Taskforce

Organisation

Financial
Supporter

6.3 Jobs for Youth Campaign Engagement Matrix

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
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SBAT/ App/
Employment

Vocational
Mentor

Social Media
PD

Speaker Bank

Skills
Champion

Health Forum

Work
Placement

Financial
Supporter

RIJI

Campaign
Calendar

Campaign
Launch

Working
Party/s

Taskforce

Organisation

Secondary College
Bendigo Kangan
Institute

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Mercy College
Glenroy SC
John Fawkner SC
Collingwood College
Princes Hill SC
MAS National
Elite Success Strategies
Integrity Business
College
Youth Projects
Brotherhood of St
Laurence
Headspace
World Skills Australia
Charcoal Lane

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Lynall Hall
Collingwood Alternative
The Pavillion
PRACE
Reservoir High
Croxton Specialist
School
Santa Maria College
Parade College
The Island
Wilderness Wear
Speak to Influence
Lee Brothers

Brunswick Library
Commonwealth Bank

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Mantra Bell City

Heading Out

X

X

Charcoal Lane

Info Xchange

X

X

Carjo Furniture

SEDA

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

RMIT

Into Work
Thornbury/ Preston
N/H House

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Australian Nursing and
Midwifery Federation
Australian Taxation
Office
Axiell Group
Banyule City Council
Bundoora Park Farm
Driven Outcomes
Eli Lilly
Energy and Water
Ombudsman (Victoria)
Grant Thornton
GSK Careers
Impetus Success
ISIS Primary Care
Jesuit Social Services
John Fawkner Private
Hospital
Leading Leaders
MatchWorks
McDonalds Australia
Moreland Leisure
Rotary Club of
Moreland
MYOB
Nino S. Galgano - Legal
Practitioner
NorthStar
Pascoe Vale
Physiotherapy
Petit Entertainment
RJT Careers
Robert Half
Robert Wagner
Photography
Sealed Air
Phillipa May
Cartridge Warehouse
University of
Melbourne
Urban Camp
Victoria Police
VincentCare Victoria
Wilderness Wear
Woolworths

SBAT/ App/
Employment

Vocational
Mentor

Social Media
PD

Speaker Bank

Skills
Champion

Health Forum

Work
Placement

Financial
Supporter

RIJI

Campaign
Calendar

Campaign
Launch

Working
Party/s

Taskforce

Organisation

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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WPC Group
Georgia Trapalis (Youth
Support Professional)
Brotherhood of St
Laurence
YMCA

SBAT/ App/
Employment

Vocational
Mentor

Social Media
PD

Speaker Bank

Skills
Champion

Health Forum

Work
Placement

Financial
Supporter

RIJI

Campaign
Calendar

Campaign
Launch

Working
Party/s

Taskforce

Organisation

X
X
X
X

Wick Studio
Dolphin Products
Dyson Bus Services
Eastgate Furniture
Envirogroup
Gascon Systems
George Hall Auto
Service
Integrity Training
Solutions
Jaycar Electronics
Melville Body Works
Northcote Automotive
Pascoe Vale Gardens
Passion for Pets
Press Coffee
Purely BM
Rapid Tune
Sharpline Stainless
Steel
Show Works
Sircon Property
Management
Smart Start Early
Learning Centre
Smith Street Children's
Centre & Kindergarten
The Push
Time Out Daycare
Worx Automotive
YMCA
ADEC Action on
Disability within Ethnic
Communities
Arnica Lodge
Art Deco Interiors
Bayford
BD Projects
Byrne Building Projects
Carinya Society
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Charles Sandford
Woodturner and
Cabinetmaker
Plenty Valley
Community Health
Northern Health
OELLEN
HWLLEN
BNLLEN
Youth Employment
Training Initiative
Health & Aged Care
Professionals
Plenty Valley Christian
College
Aitken College
Salvation Army
Employment Plus
Marymede Catholic
College
AMES Australia
Strathmore Secondary
College
Mill Park Secondary
College
Pascoe Vale Girls
College
IMVC
VFA Learning
Northern School for
Autism
Macleod College
Greensborough
Secondary College
Master Builders
Advanced
Manufacturing
Rotary Club of Preston
Devereux Recruitment
Richmond Soccer Club
Victoria Roller Derby
League
Alphington Community
Centre
Jika Jika Community
Centre
Arts Project Australia
High Bells Choir
CERES
Down Syndrome
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SBAT/ App/
Employment

Vocational
Mentor

Social Media
PD

Speaker Bank

Skills
Champion

Health Forum

Work
Placement

Financial
Supporter

RIJI

Campaign
Calendar

Campaign
Launch

Working
Party/s

Taskforce

Organisation

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Vinea Marson
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SBAT/ App/
Employment

Vocational
Mentor

Social Media
PD

Speaker Bank

Skills
Champion

Health Forum

Work
Placement

Financial
Supporter

RIJI

Campaign
Calendar

Campaign
Launch

Working
Party/s

Taskforce

Organisation

Victoria

X
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